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Abstract: This note explains how to use a MS Word template that produces an article in the format required for the MOSIS conference papers.
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Introduction
This paper gives an example of the mosis template. In order to enable the publisher to bring the conference proceedings into the uniform layout and style, authors are kindly requested to follow the suggestions mentioned below.
Page Layout
Use a printing area of 16file_0.unknown
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24 cm. The margins must be as follows: left margin 2.5 cm and right margin 2.5 cm. The top margin must be 3.5 cm and the bottom margin 2.2 cm. Use only a one-column layout. Place pictures, figures and tables centered between the margins without any text flowing around them. Do not start a new page for new sections or subsections. Do not insert page numbers; they are assigned by the proceedings editor. Also notice that no form of running heads is allowed. Use footnotes only if it is unavoidable.
Structure
Title Material
Use the Title and Author styles. Append author affiliations to names using insert footnote command with a marker following the sequence First*, Second**, Third*** and e-mail address using E-mail style. If there are several authors with the same affiliation, use superscript font to mark the author with the same footnote symbol. Please do not put any acknowledgements or thanks here, but place them just before the bibliography section using the style Support. The title and authors should be followed by an abstract and a keyword section, as shown in the introduction. Use the style Abstract for your own text.
Section Names and Numbering
Sections are numbered (for sections use styles Heading 1, Heading 2 and Heading 3), titles of sections have first letters in all words having more than three letters capitalized.
Conclusions
We wish you good luck in preparing the final version of the paper for the MOSIS'98 Conference.
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